Children from BUDS schools celebrate Environment Day in a joyous way

In previous articles, we had elaborated about many activities carried out by the BUDS Institutions. BUDS are institutions for educating and supporting children with intellectual disabilities. It is a convergence project of Kudumbashree and local bodies. Today, on the occasion of the World Environment Day, various activities have been formulated and implemented under the leadership of the BUDS Institutions, with the full participation of children.

Students of most of the BUDS Institutions in Kerala have planted fruit bearing trees today. The main activity done by them was sharing the photos taken with the trees planted last year, enjoying its growth. Also, they shared the photos taken with the trees which were planted today. In addition, various BUDS Institutions took up other complementary activities such as placard making, cleaning houses and its surroundings, drawing competitions etc.

The students of BUDS Institutions have
celebrated the Environment Day of 2021 at its best. Appreciations to all the teachers and parents who took efforts with great enthusiasm to formulate activities as a continuation of the activities of last year's environment day celebrations, thereby helped the students to get more close and connected to nature.

They had also given the students various challenges, organised online meetings and shared the photos of the activities. The photos of the activities of the students of the BUDS Institutions during the environment day celebrations are shared with today's post.